
WOMEN

falling
birth
rates

Europe 1970 - 2.4
EU 2007 - 1.5

reasons

enter workforce

higher education

have babies later

consequences
population
shrinkage

EU 2010 - 480m
EU 2050 - -18%
but +60% over 65

Germany 2010 - 82m
Germany 2095 - 24m

impact on economic competitiveness

few young people
take care of the old

solutions

combining career
and parenthood

government
 support
(like in
France ...)

child-care facilities

schools & universities

allowances / benefits

at work
long-term
contracts

flex time

immigration

2 children per family

higher participation in labour market of
women

elderly people

low
employment
rates

EU - men 71%,
women 56%

reasons
unpaid
work

care for children & the old

30 - 45 - family intensive years

20 - 25 hours per week more than men

solutions

attacking gender inequality
in the private sphere

public services for
childcare

dependent adults

family-friendly jobs - work-life balance

consequences impact on the competitiveness of EU economies

work

part-time

80% women

30% voluntary - 70% involuntary

discrimination

career prospects

salary

job tenure

benefits

more part-time jobs = higher employment rate

full-time
difficult to combine
work and family

"long hours" culture

made for male
breadwinners

twice as many
men as women
work long hours

unpredictable work schedules

rigid time schedules
only 13% offer flexible
time arrangements

pay gap

gross hourly pay gap - 18%

income gap is bigger
twice as many women as men
are in the lowest income brackets

reasons

horizontal
segregation

men and
women work
in different
sectors

50% of women

education

health

trade

50% of men

manufacturing

trade

construction

5 "Cs"
cleaning, catering,
caring, clerical work,
cash register

vertical segregation
women do lower work

only 25% female bossesglass ceiling

part-time work
25% of women / 7% of men

70% - 80% - low-pay category
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